Relationship between respiratory pauses and heart rate during sleep in normal premature and full-term newborns.
To investigate the relationship between central respiratory pauses and heart rate, we performed polygraphic recordings in 23 normal newborns (35 to 41 weeks conceptional age). We monitored the electroencephalogram, rapid eye movements, movements of the upper and lower limbs, chin and diaphragmatic electromyogram, electrocardiogram, thoracic and abdominal respiratory movements, air flow and transcutaneous PO2. Heart rate changes were analysed by computer measurement of R-R intervals and by cardiotachography. Respiratory pauses occurring after body movements and those not preceded by movements were studied separately. We analysed 1128 respiratory pauses greater than 3 s duration. No respiratory pause lasted more than 12 s. Independently of age, sleep state and respiratory pause duration, heart rate was significantly lower at the onset of respiratory pause, compared to control periods (selected away from the pause: 10 s before its onset and 20 s after its end). Heart rate slowed still further through the respiratory pause and reverted toward the baseline level after its end. When no movements preceded the respiratory pause, heart rate just before the pause was lower compared to control periods. These findings suggest the existence of simultaneous central commands responsible for both respiratory pause and heart rate deceleration.